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Selective Adhesion of Cells
from Different Telencephalic Regions
Magdalena GoÈ tz,* Andrea Wizenmann,² We are interested in how these differences develop.
A central issue is whether cells from different telence-Sigrid Reinhardt,³ Andrew Lumsden,² and Jack Price*
phalic regions freely intermingle during ontogeny, or*SmithKline Beecham
whether they are isolated in developmental compart-New Frontiers Science Park North
ments. This issue is most clearly seen in the developingThird Avenue
hindbrain, which is organized into transient develop-Harlow, Essex CM19 5AD
mental segments, named rhombomeres (for review, seeUnited Kingdom
Lumsden, 1990). Patterns of gene expression, cell prolif-²Medical Research Council Brain
eration, axonal projection, and cell migration are in regis-Development Program
ter with the rhombomeric pattern (Lumsden, 1990; Gra-UMDS Guy's Hospital Medical School
ham, 1992; Krumlauf et al., 1993). In the hindbrain,London Bridge, London SE1 9RT
therefore, the specification of rhombomeres involvesUnited Kingdom
the restriction of cell movement.³ Institute of Physiological Chemistry
The situation in the forebrain is less clear. There isand Pathobiochemistry
evidence from the chick diencephalon that morphologi-Johannes-Gutenberg-University of Mainz
cal discontinuities and patterns of gene expression alsoDuesbergweg 6
correlate with restrictions in cell migration (Figdor and55099 Mainz
Stern, 1993). In the telencephalon, patterns of gene ex-Federal Republic of Germany
pression have been observed with abrupt boundaries
between different telencephalic regions (for review, see
Figdor and Stern, 1993; Puelles and Rubenstein, 1993;
Summary Boncinelli et al., 1993), but there is no evidence that
these boundaries restrict cell migration as they do in
We asked whether specification of different regions the hindbrain (for review, see GoÈ tz, 1995).
of the rodent and avian telencephalon during develop- There does not appear to be any simple rule concern-
ment involved the acquisition of differential adhesive ing migration between telencephalic regions. On one
properties. Cells from different regions were aggre- hand, widespread cell migration has been observed
gated in a short-term aggregation assay, and their from the neocortex into the basal ganglia (Bayer and
segregation was analyzed. Both neurons and precur- Altman, 1991; Walsh and Cepko, 1992) and between the
sor cells from cortex segregate from striatal cells at hippocampus and the cingulate cortex (Grove et al.,
early, but not later, stages, whereas cells from rodent 1992; DeDiego et al., 1994). Also, cells from a specific
neocortex and hippocampus segregated only during part of the subventricular zone of the cortex migrate
later stages. Segregation was abolished when Ca21- into the olfactory bulb (Luskin, 1993). On the other hand,
Fishell et al. (1993) have reported that DiI-labeled cellsdependent but not Ca21-independent adhesion mole-
do not cross between the neocortex and the ganglioniccules were selectively removed. Thus, selective ad-
eminence, suggesting the existence of a migratoryhesion appears to be a conserved mechanism that
boundary between these telencephalic regions. Howrestricts cellular mixing and might serve to maintain
these results can be unified is not clear, but it couldpositional information during forebrain development.
simply be that different populations from different re-A candidate for mediating the Ca21-dependent segre-
gions have stronger or weaker tendencies to intermin-gation is the CD15 (Lewisx) carbohydrate epitope,
gle. Moreover, this tendency could change through de-which is selectively expressed by mammalian cortex
velopment. Such changing tendencies would notbut not striatum.
necessarily have emerged from the studies cited above,
which were all longitudinal studies of small populations
of cells.
Introduction To clarify this issue, we have attempted to determine
how the majority populations of cells from regions of
There are five major subdivisions of the mammalian tel- the telencephalon segregate from one another. We have
encephalon: the olfactory bulb, the neocortex, the done this using a short-term aggregation (Takeichi et
paleo- and archaeocortices (the hippocampus, perirhi- al., 1981; Nose et al., 1988). The basis of this assay is
nal cortex, cingulate cortex), the basal ganglia (striatum, that the initial aggregation of dissociated cells reflects
globus pallidus), and the basal forebrain (septum). They the expression (and functional regulation) of signaling
differ fundamentally in their morphology, neurochemis- molecules on the cell surface. In this sense, the short-
try, and physiology, and in terms of their organization term aggregation assay is distinctly different from long-
(see Figure 1). For example, the majority of projection term aggregation cultures, where cellular movements,
neurons in the basal ganglia are GABAergic, whereas differentiation, process outgrowth, and even cell death
those in the adjacent neocortex are glutamatergic. Simi- contribute to the segregation within the aggregates
larly, neurons are arranged differently in different re- (Seeds, 1973; Trapp et al., 1979; Akagawa et al., 1987).
gions: in horizontal layers in the cortices, in nuclei in the Thus, if cells from different regions have a tendency to




Adhesion of Cells from Mammalian
Neocortex and Ganglionic Eminence
When cells derived from the neocortex and ganglionic
eminence (for the sake of simplicity referred to as stria-
tum) were isolated at E14 and mixed together, 43% of
the resulting aggregates were pure, 42%were clustered,
and only 15% were mixed (n 5 304; see Figures 2 and
3). Thus, E14 cortical and striatal cells have a segrega-
tion ratio of 85% (range 80%±95%). This compared with
a background segregation ratio of 36% in the control,
in which two samples were prepared from one region,
each was labeled with a different dye, and then they
were mixed (n 5 213). Thus, at E14 the segregation ratio
in the experimental result was 2.4 times that of control,
a statistically significant finding (x2, p 5 0.01).
Next, we examined how this segregation changed
with development (Figures 3a and 3b). When cells from
these regions were taken at E13, the segregation ratio
was 90% (n 5 358), whereas by E15 the proportion was
80% (n 5 218). By E18, the segregation ratio for cortex
and striatum had fallen to 23% (n 5 119; Figures 2d and
Figure 1. Schematic Illustration of the Telencephalic Regions in 3b). The data obtained with the E18 aggregates are
Mammals and Birds
significantly different from those obtained at E13±E15
The respective regions are indicated by numbers. Note that there
(x2, p 5 0.01). Thus, selective adhesion between corticalare comparable regions in the mammalian and avian telencephalon
and striatal cells decreases during development.(the olfactory bulb, the striatum, and the cortex) as well as a region
This developmental profile could be explained in oneof the avian telencephalon (dorsoventricular ridge; DVR) not found
of two ways: either the relevant adhesive molecules arein the mammalian telencephalon (e.g., see Ulinski, 1990).
down-regulated on all cells, or these molecules are lost
from an increasing subpopulation of cells, possibly
postmitotic neurons since their number increases asWe report here the use of this assay to show that
development proceeds. To discriminate between thesecells from different telencephalic regionssegregate from
possibilities, we stained the aggregates with an anti-each other at early developmental stages, but that this
body directed against microtubule-associated proteinselective adhesion is gradually lost. This process is ob-
2 (MAP2), which specifically labels postmitotic neuronsserved in both the avian and mammalian telencephalon.
(Binder et al., 1986). The proportion of MAP2-immuno-
We show moreover that the molecular basis for the se-
positive and -immunonegative cells was assessed for
lective adhesion is closely related in rodents and birds,
each type of aggregate (n 5 91). If precursor cells were
since segregation in both cases critically depends on
the only cells to segregate, then the proportion of MAP2-
the presence of Ca21-dependent adhesion molecules. positive cells would be higher in the mixed aggregates.
These results suggest a conserved mechanism for re-
This was not the case, however, either at early or late
gion-specific cell adhesion in telencephalic devel-
developmental stages. There was no significant differ-
opment. ence in the proportion of MAP2-positive cells between
pure (47%), clustered (56%), or mixed (44%) aggregates
(n 5 52) that formed between E15 cortical and striatal
Results cells. In aggregates of E19 cortex and striatum (n 5
39), the overall percentage of MAP2-positive cells was
The conditions optimized for aggregation of telence- higher (72%) than at E15, reflecting the increased num-
phalic cells are described in Experimental Procedures ber of neurons at this later stage; but again the contribu-
and were kept constant for all experiments. Cells from tion of MAP2-positive cells was not different between
different telencephalic regions (rat, embryonic day 14 pure (71%), clustered (72%), and mixed (74%) aggre-
[E14]±E19; chick, E7/E8) were isolated and labeled with gates. Therefore, the region-specific adhesion is exhib-
different fluorescent dyes. The differently labeled cells ited by both MAP2-positive postmitotic neurons and
were then mixed in equal proportions, and stable aggre- MAP2-negative cells (most of which we would expect
gates formed within an hour on the rotary shaker. Aggre- to be precursor cells), and this specific adhesion is lost
gates were classified (see Experimental Procedures) as from both of these cell populations during development.
either ªpure,º ªclustered,º or ªmixed,º and the percent- To demonstrate this developmental loss more di-
age of pure and clustered aggregates was used as an rectly, we aggregated precursor cells and postmitotic
indication of the extent of segregation (segregation ra- neurons from the different regions separately (see Ex-
tio). The segregation ratio provided the most reliable perimental Procedures and GoÈ tz et al., 1992). This was
measure of segregation; whereas the relative proportion done by cutting coronal sections of the telencephalic
of pure and clustered aggregates exhibited some varia- vesicle and dissecting the ventricular third of thecortical
tion, their sum, the segregation ratio, was very repro- anlage (composed primarily of precursor cells) from the
pial third (composed primarily of cortical plate neurons).ducible.
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Figure 2. Fluorescence Micrographs of Ag-
gregates Formed by Cortical and Striatal
Cells Isolated from Rat Telencephalon
Cortical and striatal cells were labeled at E14
(a and b), E16 (c), and E18 (d) with different
fluorescent dyes.
(a) Example of two aggregates composed ex-
clusively of cells from one region (pure). Cells
from the E14 cortex are green fluorescent,
and those from E14 striatum exhibit red fluo-
rescence.
(b) Example of an aggregate composed of
cells from E14 striatum and cortex that oc-
cupy separate domains of the aggregate
(clustered). In this experiment, striatal cells
are labeled red and cortical cells blue (not
visible).
(c) Example of an aggregate of cells from E16
cortex (red) and E16 striatum (unlabeled).
(d) Example depicting an aggregate formed
by striatal (red) and cortical (green) cells from
E18 telencephalon. Note that the cells de-
rived from the two regions are freely intermin-
gled, as opposed to the E14 cells depicted
in (a) and (b).
Bar, 50 mm (a, c, and d), 100 mm (b).
Similarly for the striatum, the overlying cortex was re- differences in the developmental stages of the two re-
moved and the precursor and neuronal regions of the gions.
anlage were dissected. Aggregation assays were then When cells from E14 lateral and medial cortices were
set up between cortical and striatal ventricular zone dissected separately and mixed with striatal cells, each
and between cortical and striatal postmitotic cells. The gave segregation ratios (lateral: 77%, n 5 72; medial:
results from each assay were similar to each other and 82%, n 5 90) comparable to that for the entire cortex
to the result in which whole cortex and striatum were (86%; see above). Thus, the differences related to the
used (segregation ratio: ventricular zones, 22%, n 5 43; developmental gradient (5%)are too small to account for
postmitotic cells, 26%, n 5 62; combined, 23%; see the observed segregation between cortical and striatal
Figure 3b). Together, these results show that postmitotic cells (85%).
neurons as well as precursor cells have lost the region- In a second set of experiments, we examined the
specific adhesion by E18. extent to which cells from the same region segregate
at different developmental stages. When cells from E14
and E18 cortices were mixed, only 45% of all aggregatesAdhesion between Cortical Cells from
Different Stages and Different Regions (n 5 83) were segregated (Figure 3c). This segregation
ratio was approximately half that observed in the E14Since lateral regions in E14±E18 rat telencephalon are
about 1 day more advanced than medial regions (Smart cortex±striatum aggregates described above (85%; x2,
p 5 0.01, significant; Figure 3a) and was not significantlyand Smart, 1982; Bayer and Altman, 1991), and since
various adhesion molecules are developmentally regu- different from the controls (x2, p 5 0.1). Thus, E14 cortex
(composed predominantly of precursor cells) segre-lated (e.g., see Chuong and Edelman, 1984; Blass-
Kampmann et al., 1994), we examined whether the ob- gated only weakly from E18 cortex (composed predomi-
nantly of postmitotic neurons). Similar results were alsoserved region-specific segregation could be caused by
Neuron
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Figure 3. Quantitative Analysis of the Aggregates Formed by Rat Telencephalic Regions at Different Developmental Stages
Aggregates were assessed as described in the text and exemplified in Figure 2 as either mixed, clustered, or pure, and the relative proportion
of each of these categories is expressed as a percentage of the aggregates examined. The histograms depict the composition of aggregates
of E14 cortex and striatum (a; n 5 304), of E18 cortex and striatum (b; n 5 80), of E14 and E18 cortex (c; n 5 83), and of E18 cortex and
hippocampus (d; n 5 362). Note that at E14 striatal and cortical cells segregate in separate or clustered aggregates, whereas at E18 most
aggregates are mixed.
obtained for E14 and E18 striatum (data not shown). neocortical cells were mixed (81%; n 5 362; Figure 3d).
Together, the segregation achieved even by large devel- The segregation between E18 cortical and hippocampal
opmental differences within the same telencephalic re- cells is comparable to the segregation ratio observed
gion is only about half of the segregation ratio achieved between cortical and striatal cells at E14 (85%; compare
by cells from different forebrain regions of the same age Figures 3a and 3d). The selective adhesion of hippocam-
(compare Figures 3a, 3b, and 3d with 3c). Therefore, pal cells at relatively late developmental stages could be
developmental differences can account for only a part of related to prolonged neurogenesis in the hippocampus,
the region-specific selective adhesion of telencephalic which continues into postnatal stages in the rat (Bayer,
cells. 1980). Unfortunately, it was not possible to extend our
analysis to later stages, since mechanical, trypsin-free
Adhesion between Cells from Other dissociation caused increasing cell death.
Mammalian Telencephalic Regions
We examined whether other telencephalic regions ex-
Adhesion between Cells from Differenthibit selective adhesion (see Figure 1a). Cells from the
Regions of the Avian Telencephalonolfactory bulb and the hippocampus were isolated at
To address whether the selective adhesion is a species-E17/E18, when these areas were morphologically dis-
specific phenomenon, we looked at the chick telenceph-tinct and sufficiently large to yield enough cells to per-
alon. This structure has a region not found in theform the aggregation assay. Whereas cells from the ol-
mammal, the dorsoventricular ridge (DVR). Other re-factory bulb mixed freely with cells from the neocortex
gions correspond to those in the mammalian telenceph-at this stage (23% segregation ratio; n 5 56), a high
segregation ratio was observed when hippocampal and alon, like the dorsal telencephalon (equivalent to the
Region-Specific Adhesion in the Developing Forebrain
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Figure 4. Quantitative Analysis of Aggregates Formed by Chick Telencephalic Cells from Different Regions
Chick telencephalic cells were analyzed at a stage during neurogenesis (E7/E8) comparable to the stages analyzed for rat telencephalic
development (see Figure 3) (Tsai et al., 1981). Quantification was performed as described in Figure 3. Histograms show the composition of
aggregates from cortex and striatum (a; n 5 1125), from cortex and DVR (b; n 5 495), and from striatum and DVR (c; n 5 485). As a control,
cells from the same region (cortex) were split, labeled with different dyes, and aggregated (d; n 5 263). Note that cells from the avian cortex
and striatum (a) segregate to a similar extent as the cells from these regions in the mammalian telencephalon (compare Figure 3a). In contrast,
cells from the DVR (see Figure 1) do not segregate from cortical or striatal cells comparable to the control aggregates from the same region.
cortex) and the striatum (see Figure 1 and Ulinski, 1990; In contrast to the segregation observed between corti-
Karten and Shimizu, 1989). cal and striatal cells, cells derived from the DVR segre-
When cells from the E7 chick dorsal telencephalic gated neither from cortical cells (33% segregation ratio;
region were mixed with cells from the striatum, 26% of n 5 495; Figure 4b) nor from striatal cells (30% segrega-
all aggregates (n 5 1125) were pure and 58% clustered tion ratio; n 5 485; Figure 4c). The segregation ratio
(Figure 4a). This represents a segregation ratio of 84% observed between cells from the DVR and the sur-
compared with 85% in the E14 rat, the stage to which rounding regions corresponds closely to the residual
E7 chick is approximately equivalent. Thus, cells from segregation ratio in the control (32%; n 5 263; Figure
comparable regions in the avian and mammalian telen- 4d), where cortical cells were mixed with cortical cells.
cephalon segregate to a similar extent. Therefore, cortical and striatal cells segregate, whereas
These results prompted us to examine whether corti- cells from the DVR mix with cells from both of these
cal and striatal cells would segregate across species. regions.
When chick (E7) striatal or cortical cells were mixed with
rat (E14) cortical or striatal cells, respectively, 82% of
Selective Removal of Different Classesall aggregates (n 5 289) were segregated. However, a
of Adhesion Sitessimilar segregation ratio (90%; n 5 197) was observed
We wanted to know what type of adhesion moleculewhen cells from the same region but from different spe-
was mediating the selective adhesive properties of tel-cies were mixed and formed aggregates. Thus, the inter-
encephalic regions. Adhesion molecules can be classi-species differences are so strong that they render a
direct, cross-species analysis impossible. fied as Ca21 dependent (CAD) or Ca21 independent (CID).
Neuron
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Figure 5. Quantitative Analysis of Cortical and Striatal Aggregates Formed after Different Treatments to Remove Selectively Ca21-Independent
and -Dependent Adhesion Sites
Rat E14 (a and c) and chick E7 (b and d) cortical and striatal cells were exposed to different dissociation conditions (see Results) (Urushima
et al., 1979) that spare either all adhesion sites (condition A 5 Ctr, All), predominantly CIDs (condition B), or predominantly CADs (condition
C), or remove most adhesion sites (condition D 5 None). Compare with Figure 6 for the effects of the different conditions on the presence
or absence of adhesion molecules.
(a and c) Histograms depict the number of aggregates per well (normalized to the control condition A) that formed after the different treatments
(a, n 5 1439; c, n 5 2665). No significant differences are found under the different conditions.
(b and d) Histograms depict the segregation ratio (percentage of pure and clustered versus mixed aggregates; see Results) of aggregates
formed by cortical and striatal cells after the different treatments (b, n 5 626; d, n 5 2499). Note that for both rat and chick cells, the segregation
ratio was significantly diminished under conditions B and D (x2, indicated by asterisks) compared with the control condition A and condition
C (CAD). Thus, CADs are both sufficient (only CADs 5 condition C) and necessary (only CIDs 5 condition B and None 5 condition D) for the
segregation of cortical and striatal cells.
To discover which of these is involved in cortical and were incubated for 15 min in the following solutions
prior to the aggregation assay (for further details, seestriatal cell adhesion, aggregation with either E7 chick
or E14 rat cortical and striatal cells was carried out in Experimental Procedures): condition A, Ca21-free Hank's
balanced salt solution (HBSS) containing 1 mM EDTAnormal Ca21-containing medium and Ca21-free medium.
After the normal aggregation time (1±2 hr), no aggre- (positive control, leaves all adhesion molecules intact);
condition B, 0.0001% trypsin in Ca21-free HBSS con-gates could be detected in the Ca21-free medium with
both chick and rat telencephalic cells (data not shown). taining 1 mM EDTA (only CIDs left); condition C, 0.01%
trypsin in HBSS containing 10 mM Ca21 (only CADs left);However, since Ca21-free conditions affect a variety of
intracellular processes that might exert effects on adhe- condition D, 0.01% trypsin inCa21-free HBSS containing
1 mM EDTA (negative control; no adhesion cell surfacesion, we used a different method to remove CADs or
CIDs selectively (Takeichi, 1977; Urushima et al., 1979). molecules should be left).
After cortical and striatal cells (E14 rat, Figures 5a andThe preferential digestion of either CADs or CIDs is
based on the high sensitivity of CADs to trypsin in the 5b; E7 chick, Figures 5c and 5d) were exposed to the
different treatments, they were mixed and aggregatedabsence of Ca21. In the presence of Ca21, however, CADs
are resistant to trypsin, allowing preferential digestion as above. We examined both their aggregation rate, by
counting the numbers of aggregates formed per wellof CIDs. Chick E7 or rat E14 cortical and striatal cells
Region-Specific Adhesion in the Developing Forebrain
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after 1 hr (Figures 5a and 5c), and their segregation ratio of cell surface molecule under the two conditions. They
(Figures 5b and 5d), as described above. The number support the conclusion that CADs are necessary and
of aggregates varied considerably and did not reveal sufficient for the segregation of cortical and striatal cells
significant differences between the different conditions in both chick and rat telencephalon.
(Figures 5a and 5c). In condition D, however, the number
of aggregates was consistently the lowest.
The segregation ratio in the control condition A was Region-Specific Distribution of the CD15
79% for rat cells (n 5 350) and 75% for chick cells (n 5 Carbohydrate Epitope
976), results similar to those described above (compare There are twomain classes of Ca21-dependent adhesion
Figures 3a [rat, 85%] and 4a [chick, 84%]). In condition molecules, the cadherins and the selectins (see Discus-
B (CIDs alone), however, the segregation ratio was sig- sion). We examined the latter using a monoclonal anti-
nificantly reduced for both species (rat: 44%, n 5 194; body (RB11-2; Reinhardt-Maelicke, 1988; Reinhardt-
chick: 21%, n 5 960; x2, p 5 0.01). These segregation Maelicke and Staehle, 1994) directed against the CD15
ratios were not significantly different from those in con- (Lewisx) antigen, a known selectin ligand (Lasky, 1992;
dition D (no CIDs or CADs; rat: 50%, n 5 50; chick: 36%, Springer, 1994). In frontal sections of the forebrain at
n 5 188), which is itself very similar to our background E15, strong RB11-2 immunoreactivity was detected
control (see above). In contrast, in condition C (CADs throughout the cortex, in contrast to the striatal region,
alone), the segregation ratio was not significantly differ- where hardly any staining was visible (Figures 7a and
ent from the the control level of condition A in either 7b). The RB11-2 immunoreactivity of dissociated corti-
species (rat: 85%, n 5 32; chick: 65%, n 5 375). Thus, cal and striatal cells (E15) as used in the aggregation
removing CIDs produced no effect, whereas removing assay was quantified using FACS analysis. The quantita-
CADs significantly compromised segregation. tive analysis is depicted in Figure 7c and shows a
It was important to confirm the effects that these four pronounced difference: almost all cortical cells were
conditions had produced on cell surface molecules. Fol- strongly immunoreactive,whereas most striatal cells ex-
lowing the differential treatments, we stained E14 rat or hibited only weak immunoreactivity. Interestingly, this
E7 chick telencephalic cells with an antibody directed difference in RB11-2 immunoreactivity disappears at
against either N-CAM (a Ca21-independent adhesion later developmental stages (Reinhardt-Maelicke, 1988),
molecule) or N-cadherin (a Ca21-dependent adhesion consistent with thechanging segregation behavior in our
molecule) and quantitated the fluorescence using a fluo- assay. Around E17, the staining in the cortex becomes
rescence-activated cell sorter (FACS). Figure 6 depicts restricted to the ventricular zone, and ventricular zone
the staining profiles of rat (a±d) and chick (e±g) cells after
cells in the striatum also become RB11-2 positive. At the
different treatments. The value of the mean fluorescence
time when the region-specific difference in the RB11-2
intensity (MFI: arbitrary units) is indicated for each stain-
staining between cortex and striatum had vanished, cor-
ing profile. With the anti-N-CAM antibody, rat cells had
tical and striatal cells freely mixed in the aggregationan MFI of 414 in condition A, the positive control (Figure
assay (see Figure 3b). Together, the region-specific lo-6a). In condition B, this value remained high (443), as
calization and the developmental regulation of the CD15would be expected if CIDs were not removed by this
epitope seem to correspond to the functional selectivetreatment (Figure 6b). In condition C, however, the MFI
adhesion between cortical and striatal cells.fell to 25, confirming that N-CAM immunoreactivity on
the cell surface was removed under this condition (Fig-
ure 6c). In condition D, in which CIDs and CADs should
Discussionbe removed, the MFI was similarly low (40; Figure 6d).
Thus, in condition B, where segregation was strongly
Our results allow us to draw the following conclusions.reduced (see Figure 5b), the N-CAM staining remained,
First, cells from rodent neocortex segregate from striatalconfirming that segregation is lost even though CIDs
cells at early developmental stages (E13±E16). This se-remain.
lective adhesion is exhibited by both postmitotic neu-Since we were unable toobtain reliable cadherin stain-
rons and precursor cells, but is lost late in embryogene-ing with the available antibodies, we were unable to
sis (E18), allowing cells from cortex and striatum toperform the converse experimenton rat cells. With chick
intermingle. Second, cells from E18 rodent neocortexcells, however, the available antisera allowed us to com-
segregate from cells of the hippocampus. At this samepare both N-CAM and N-cadherin immunoreactivity.
stage, however, cortex does not segregate from olfac-Figures 6e±6h show N-CAM and N-cadherin immunore-
tory bulb. There is published evidence that at E12 cellsactivity in conditions B and C. The reciprocality of these
from cortex and olfactory bulb do segregate (Whitesidesconditions is clear. N-CAM immunoreactivity fell from
and LaMantia, 1995). Third, selective adhesion was alsoan MFI of 323 in condition B to 144 in condition C (a
observed in the chick telencephalon during neurogen-somewhat smaller reduction than that observed above
esis (E7/E8). Cells from the dorsal telencephalon segre-for rat cells). Conversely, N-cadherin immunoreactivity
gate from striatal cells just like the corresponding mam-was high (425) in condition C compared with condition
malian regions. Cells from the DVR, however, mix withB (237). Both N-CAM and N-cadherin effects were con-
both cortical and striatal cells. Finally, in both species,sistently observed in seven independent experiments.
segregation between cortical and striatal cells was sig-These effects are similar to those reported for retinal
nificantly reduced when Ca21-dependent adhesion mol-cells (Urushima et al., 1979) and demonstrate a differen-
tial (but by no means absolute) removal of the two types ecules were removed. In contrast, the removal of the
Neuron
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Figure 6. Quantitative Analysis of N-CAM
and N-Cadherin Immunoreactivity on Telen-
cephalic Cells after Different Treatments
Rat (E14) and chick (E7/E8) telencephalic
cells were exposed to different treatments
(see Figure 5 and Results) that have been
shown (Urushima et al., 1979) to spare selec-
tively Ca21-independent (condition B 5 CID)
or Ca21-dependent (condition C 5 CAD) ad-
hesion sites. To examine this directly for tel-
encephalic cells as used in our functional
assay (see Figure 5), we stained the cells with
antibodies directed against N-CAM or
N-cadherin and quantified the mean fluores-
cence intensity (as indicated in each staining
profile) using a fluorescence-activated cell
sorter (FACS). The fluorescence intensity is
plotted on the x-axis, and the number of
events on the y-axis. A shift of the peak along
the x-axis therefore indicates a change in the
staining intensity (shift to the left 5 weaker
staining; shift to the right 5 stronger staining).
To visualize this, the mean fluorescence
intensity of 100 (102) is marked by a vertical
bar.
(a±h) The staining profiles for N-CAM (a±d,
rat; e and f, chick) are depicted in (a)±(f) and
those for N-cadherin in (g) and (h) (chick). (a)
Condition A; (b, e, and g) condition B; (c), (f)
and (h), condition C; (d) conditionD. Note that
N-CAM immunoreactivity is high in conditions
A and B (a, b, and e) but low in conditions C
and D (c, d, and f). The effect of the different
conditions on the N-CAM staining is similar
for rat (b and c) and chick (e and f) telence-
phalic cells. Most importanly, N-CAMstaining
and N-cadherin staining are differentially af-
fected: N-CAM staining is preserved under
condition B (b and e) but diminished under
condition C (c and f), whereas the opposite
is the case for N-cadherin staining, which is
stronger under condition C (h) than under
condition B (g).
(i and k) Summary of staining profiles. The
mean fluorescence intensity values (y-axis)
are plotted against the different conditions
indicated on the x-axis (i, rat; k, chick; closed
bars, N-CAM; hatched bars, N-cadherin).
Note that N-CAM fluorescence is much
higher in condition B (CID) than in condition
C (CAD), whereas N-cadherin fluorescence is
much higher in condition C (CAD) compared
with condition B (CID). These staining profiles
suggest that Ca21-independent or -depen-
dent adhesion sites are preferentially re-
moved on cells from the developing mamma-
lian and avian telencephalon, as described
previously for chick retinal cells (Urushima et
al., 1979).
Ca21-independent adhesion molecules had no effect on telencephalon, particularly early in development. They
suggest an early patterning of the telencephalon priorsegregation.
to differentiation. Second, by restricting cell mixing, se-
lective adhesion could contribute to the formation orSelective Adhesion and Migrational Restriction
of Cells in the Developing Telencephalon maintenance of telencephalic regions. Both of these
conclusions assume that the phenomenon we observeThese results suggest that selective adhesion exists as
a conserved mechanism to restrict the mixing of cells in vitro accurately reflects in vivo properties. We think
this is a reasonable assumption, given that the selectivebetween certain telencephalic regions. They have two
important implications. First, they reveal a functional adhesion is exhibited immediately following dissocia-
tion. Moreover, our in vitro observations are consistentdifference between cells from different regions of the
Region-Specific Adhesion in the Developing Forebrain
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Figure 7. Expression of the CD15/Lewisx Epitope in Embryonic Rat Telencephalon
(A) Low power micrograph of a frontal section of an E15 rat telencephalic hemisphere stained with hematoxylin/eosine. The serial section
following immediately after the one displayed (8 mm) was used for the immunofluorescence micrographs shown in (B) (selected areas are
framed). Bar, 100 mm.
(B) Indirect immunofluorescence staining with monoclonal antibody RB11-2 directed against the CD15 epitope (Reinhardt-Maelicke and
Staehle, 1994). Fluorescence micrographs of the two areas indicated by the frames in (A) are shown in (a) and (c) with the corresponding
phase-contrast micrographs in (b) and (d), respectively. The cortical region is depicted in (a) and (b), the striatal region in (c) and (d). Whereas
almost all cells in the cortical neuroepithelium are strongly RB11-2 immunoreactive (a), hardly any staining is visible in the striatal region (c).
Bar, 10 mm.
(C) Quantitative analysis of the RB11-2 antibody binding to dissociated E15 telencephalic cells. Rat cortical and striatal cells were submitted
to FACS analysis, demonstrating that most cortical cells (ctx) were strongly stained, whereas the majority of striatal cells exhibit only weak
RB11-2 immunoreactivity.
with in vivo studies. For example, striatal precursor cells lost before the main phase of gliogenesis in the telen-
cephalon (Angevine and Sidman, 1961; Smart and Stur-(derived at the same stage as we used them in vitro)
injected in the telencephalic ventricle reintegrate prefer- rock, 1979; Fentress et al., 1981; Bayer and Altman,
1991; Song and Harlan, 1994). Thus, we would predictentially into striatal regions rather than cortical regions
(Campbell et al., 1995). Interestingly, this region-specific that glial cells and their immediate precursors would
not be prevented from crossing between telencephalicincorporation was not observed when the transplanted
cells were trypsinized or transplanted into older animals regions. This is consistent with most observations of
glial cell behavior (Gansmuller et al., 1991; Pringle et al.,(Fishell, 1995).
Particularly interesting is the developmental profile of 1992).
The developmental profile probably explains why seg-the selective adhesion. If the segregation of cortical and
striatal cells reflects the positional specification of these regation was not observed in long-term aggregation cul-
tures. Krushel and Van der Kooy (1993) labeled mitoticregions, then our data imply that this process is strong
early in development but weak later. The early segrega- striatal and cortical cells at E13 with [3H]thymidine or
bromodeoxyuridine, dissociated and aggregated thetion is consistent with the results obtained by Fishell et
al. (1993), who observed that in early telencephalon DiI- cells 2 days later, and analyzed the aggregates after a
further 5 days. At this point, therefore, the cells werelabeled cells in an acute whole-mount preparation did
not cross from neocortical regions to the adjacent stria- equivalent to E20. The labeled striatal and cortical cells
were found to be intermingled, a result consistent withtum. The loss of the segregation at later stages has two
consequences. First, after E18 or thereabouts, there will our findings from older cortex and striatum.
We recognize that although we have demonstratedprobably be a greater tendency for cells to intermingle.
This could explain why there was considerable intermin- specific adhesion as a potential means of segregating
telencephalic cell populations that is lost at later stages,gling in experiments where cell migration was followed
into later stages (Bayer et al., 1991; Bayer and Altman, we cannot conclude that other mechanisms for segre-
gating these cells do not remain. For example, barriers1991; Walsh and Cepko, 1992, 1993; Luskin, 1993; De-
Diego et al., 1994). Second, the selective adhesion is to dispersion could exist. One plausible scenario is that
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selective adhesion establishes the initial segregation of mostly work independently of divalent cations (e.g.,
Hynes and Lander, 1992), they are probably not involvedcells and leads to boundaries forming between regions,
as has been suggested in the developing hindbrain in this process. They may, however, mediate region-
specific adhesion at very early stages in the olfactory(Guthrie and Lumsden, 1991; Guthrie et al., 1993).
The segregation between cortex and hippocampus is bulb region. The olfactory bulb is the earliest telence-
phalic region to express N-CAM (LaMantia et al., 1993),not so simply interpreted. Our data imply that a selective
segregation exists between these two regions at E18, and cells from this region segregate (with a segregation
ratio of 80% according to our classification) from cellsa time when cortical and striatal cells freely intermingle.
There is no evidence for such a restriction in movement of the surrounding telencephalic regions (Whitesides
and LaMantia, 1995). By the developmental stages ex-in vivo. Such evidence as exists (Grove et al., 1992;
DeDiego et al., 1994) argues against a boundary be- amined in our study, N-CAM and other members of the
immunoglobulin superfamily are prominent throughouttween these regions. Perhaps the explanation lies in
the fact that neurogenesis continues later in the the the telencephalon (e.g., Godfraind et al., 1991; Reyes et
al., 1993; Blass-Kampmann et al., 1994; Probstmeierhippocampus than in either the striatum or the neocor-
tex. Certainly, the populations that have been observed et al., 1994), although precursor cells express different
forms of N-CAM than postmitotic neurons. There is, forto disperseÐan early GABAergic population (DeDiego
et al., 1994) and pyramidal CA neurons (Grove et al., example, a switch from E-N-CAM to A-N-CAM (Chuong
and Edelman, 1984; Blass-Kampmann et al., 1994).1992)Ðare among the earlier populations generated.
A final point in the comparison of our data with obser- Since there is only weak segregation between early and
late cortical (or striatal) cells, any developmental switchvations in vivo is that we are assaying the behavior of
the majority of cells in a population, whereas techniques from one type of N-CAM to another seems unlikely to
be important in the segregation we have observed.used in vivo usually follow a small minority of cells. In
those studies, it is not clear whether the behavior of the The region-specific segregation we observed is medi-
ated by Ca21-dependent molecules. Cadherins and se-minority of cells represents that of the majority (see
Introduction). In our assay, the majority of the cells from lectins are the main classes of Ca21-dependent adhe-
sion molecules, but little is known about their expressiondifferent telencephalic regions segregate. This result
has important implications for theestablishment of posi- patterns in specific regions of the developing brain. We
have found in this study that a selectin ligand, the CD15tional specification in the forebrain. If the majorityof cells
are restricted to a particular region, then the dispersal of (Lewisx) carbohydrate epitope, is differentially localized
between cortex and striatum at the developmentalsome cells need not interfere with positional specifica-
tion (for review, see GoÈ tz, 1995). Such situations are stages when segregation between these cells is ob-
served. This is intriguing since the Lewisx epitope hasquite common in development; even in insect segments,
where compartmentalization is quite strict, some cells been shown to serve as a ligand for Ca21-dependent
selectin binding (Lasky, 1992; Springer, 1994). More-cross between segments (Vincent and O'Farrell, 1992).
Selective adhesion during early developmental stages over, Lewisx also exhibits highly specific homophilic
binding that requires the presence of bivalent cationsseems to be a general mechanism in the developing
forebrain since we found similar region-specific segre- (Kojima et al., 1994). Lewisx epitopes have been identi-
fied on the glycosaminoglycan ªembryoglycanº (Koji-gation of cells derived from the avian telencephalon. The
avian telencephalon consists of four different regions, of ama et al., 1994); a variety of glycosaminoglycans have
been described in the developing cortex (Lander, 1993;which three are comparable to regions in the mammalian
telencephalon, even though they have evolved to a dif- Bicknese et al., 1994; Tole et al., 1995; Tuttle et al., 1995)
that might carry this epitope and thus mediate specificferent extent (Ulinski, 1990). Avian cells isolated from
the dorsal telencephalon, which seems to correspond adhesion.
While these results suggest that functional studies ofto at least some of the mammalian cortical regions
(Karten and Shimizu, 1989; Ulinski, 1990), and from the Lewisx are timely, there are a variety of other molecules
that could cooperate in regional segregation of the fore-ventral striatum, which is related to the mammalian neo-
striatum, segregated similarly to the equivalent mamma- brain (Liepelt et al., 1990; Shimamura and Takeichi,1992;
Redies et al.,1993; GaÈ nzler and Redies, 1995). For exam-lian cells. In contrast, cells of the DVR segregated from
neither their cortical nor their striatal neighbors at this ple, a specific O-acetylated ganglioside (Reinhardt-
Maelicke et al., 1990) displays a differential distributiondevelopmental stage (E7/E8). It is difficult to interpret
between forebrain areas and is down-regulated at laterthe latter result since we do not know whether selective
developmental stages (Liepelt et al., 1990). Furthermore,adhesion might be present at a different developmental
certain members of the cadherin family of Ca21-de-stage, like the hippocampal/cortical segregation in rats.
pendent adhesion molecules are also differentially ex-The results suggest, however, that cells of the DVR carry
pressed between cortex and striatum: in the chickthe adhesion molecules recognized by both cortical and
embryo telencephalon, R-cadherin is detectable exclu-striatal cells.
sively in cortical regions, whereas N-cadherin seems to
be more strongly expressed in the striatal regions (Re-
Adhesion Molecules in the Developing dies et al., 1993). R-cadherin also displays a striped
Telencephalon expression pattern in the diencephalon, suggestive of
Our results have shown that in both rodent and chick the putativeneuromeric organization of this region (GaÈ n-
telencephalon region-specific segregation of telence- zler and Redies, 1995). In the mammalian forebrain,
phalic cells requires a Ca21-dependent component. E-cadherin is expressed differentially between dorsal
and ventral regions (Shimamura and Takeichi, 1992).Since molecules of the immunoglobulin superfamily
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(3.5 ml/kg). The two telencephalic hemispheres were removed underThus, there is an abundance of candidate molecules
sterile conditions in HBSS containing 10 mM HEPES. Different telen-for mediating selective adhesion in the forebrain, either
cephalic regions were dissected and collected in separate vialssingly or in concert; cadherins and Lewisx have been
on ice.
shown to cooperate in mediating adhesion during the In some experiments, the ventricular zones (containing the precur-
compaction stage of early mammalian development sor cells)were separated from the upper layers (containingpredomi-
nantly the postmitotic neurons), similar to the isolation of different(e.g., Kojima et al., 1994).
cortical layers as described previously (GoÈ tz et al., 1992). This wasGiven the potential complexity of the mechanisms
done by cutting 300 mm thick transverse slices of E19 cortex orunderlying cortico±striatal segregation, it is important
striatum. From each individual slice, the ventricular third and the
to perform functional analyses using primary cells that pial third were isolated by cuts made parallel to the pial or ventricular
express theappropriate repertoire of molecules. Physio- surface; the middle third was discarded. For striatal tissue, the over-
logical adhesion depends not only on the expression laying lateral cortex was removed prior to cutting the slices. Both
isolated ventricular third and pial third were collected separately forof adhesion molecules on the cell surface but also on
each region. This dissection was not feasible at earlier stages, sinceintracellular events involving their linkage to the cy-
the cortex is too thin to isolate three separate parts manually.toskeleton (e.g., Hinck et al., 1994; Huelsken et al., 1994; The tissue was then allowed to settle, and the balanced salt solu-
Nagafuchi and Tsukita, 1994; Ranscht, 1994). The func- tion was removed and replaced by Ca21/Mg21-free HBSS containing
tional adhesion assay using primary cells should provide 1 mM EDTA (dissociation buffer). After several washes with fresh
dissociation buffer, cells were incubated for 15 min at 378C to easea suitable model to dissect the molecular interactions
dissociation of cation-mediated adhesion. The tissue was then dis-cooperating in region-specific segregation of telence-
sociated mechanically with a fire-polished Pasteur pipette coatedphalic cells.
with serum, pelleted for 5 min at 200 3 g, and resuspended in
chemically defined medium (Bottenstein and Sato, 1979). These
washes were repeated twice to remove any traces of EDTA. TheSelective Adhesion and Telencephalic
fluorescent cell tracker dyes (Molecular Probes; green, C2925; red,Compartments
C2927; blue, A2110) were diluted to the final concentration of 10
We demonstrate here that telencephalic regions in birds
mM in warm SATO medium. Cells were resuspended in the staining
and mammals exhibit selective adhesion during early solutions and incubated for 15±30 min at 378C. The staining solution
development on a seemingly similar molecular basis. was subsequently removed by three washes with fresh medium.
Further incubation at 378C for 30±60 min allowed the intracellularEvidence for region-specific adhesion has also been
enzymatic cleavage of the fluorescent dyes. It is essential not tofound in the developing hindbrain. Transplantation ex-
use serum-containing medium at any of these steps. When only
periments suggest that cells from different rhombom- small amounts of tissue were available, the dye labeling was per-
eres in thechick hindbrain differ in theiradhesive proper- formed with the undissociated tissue, and cells were dissociated
ties and do not mix when artificially juxtaposed (Guthrie thereafter as described above. Before aggregation was started, the
complete and selective labeling of the dissociated cells was as-and Lumsden, 1991; Guthrie et al., 1993). Since the pat-
sessed under a fluorescence microscope. Examination of cell viabil-terning of the mouse and chick hindbrain is very similar,
ity with dye exclusion of trypan blue proved that 90%±94% of allit is likely that selective adhesion between rhombomeres
cells were viable.
is also conserved between birds and mammals, as we To establish effective aggregation (80%±90% of all cells in aggre-
observed for the selective adhesion pattern in the fore- gates), we varied cell concentrations and the volumes. Dissociated
cells and cells in aggregates were counted within a field of an ocularbrain.
grid for the different conditions. Best aggregation (80%±90% in theThere is a correlation in the hindbrain between selec-
shortest time, 60 min) was obtained with 2 3 105 to 1.6 3 105 cellstive adhesion, segmentation, and patterns of gene ex-
of each fraction in 200 ml (1 3 106 to 0.8 3 106 cells/ml) mixed in
pression (Lumsden, 1990; Graham, 1992; Krumlauf et al., wells of 24-well plates. These conditions were kept constant for all
1993). In the forebrain also, patterns of gene expression experiments. Before aggregation was started, the complete dissoci-
ation was checked on an inverse microscope, and experimentsseem to correspond to the selective adhesion we have
containing notable numbers of cell clumps were discarded. To con-observed in that various genes of the homeobox and
trol further for small numbers of aggregates already present at thepaired box families, for example, are expressed on only
time of mixing, we labeled cells from the same region with different
one side or the other of the border between cortex and cell tracker dyes and mixed them. The pure and clustered aggre-
striatum (Lazzaro et al., 1991; Porteus et al., 1991; Price gates in this control are most likely composed of aggregates that
had formed prior to mixing (see Results and Figure 4d). Immediatelyet al., 1991; Walther and Gruss, 1991; Simeone et al.,
after mixing the cells, the plates were put on a rotary shaker (70±801992a, 1992b). The element that is missing here is how
rpm) at 378C in a 5% CO2 incubator for 45±90 min. Cultures werethe regional organization, which seems to be a reflection
then fixed by addition of 40 ml of 37% formalin (final concentration,
of the patterns of gene expression, is translated into 3.7%). Analysis was performed after several hours of fixation. First
the selective adhesive properties we have observed. In assessment was performed on an inverse fluorescence microscope
(Zeiss), but for further photographic and quantitative analysis, ag-demonstrating that a particular class of molecules
gregates were mounted as described below.(those of the Ca21-dependent type) are involved, we
When different classes of adhesion molecules were removed byhave taken a small step in closing this gap, while others
different enzymatic treatments (see Results) and the staining proce-
have demonstrated more clearly a link between tran- dure for the cell tracker dyes was carried out after these treatments,
scription factors and adhesion molecules (Jones et al., no effect in the adhesion assay was observed. The time between
1992; Chalepakis et al., 1994; Mauro, 1994). Better treatment and aggregation assay of z2±3 hr seems to be sufficient
to replace most adhesion sites on telencephalic precursor cellsknowledge of this link is crucial to our understanding of
(comparable to the turnover of adhesion molecules on retinal cells;the patterning of the developing forebrain.
see Brackenbury et al., 1977). When the cells were stained first,
however, and subsequently exposed to the different treatments (see
Experimental Procedures Results), significant changes in the segregation ratio were observed
(see Figure 5). Incubation in the different enzymatic solutions was
Cell Dissociation and Labeling carried out for 15 min at 378C, and then cells were washed twice in
Embryos were removed by cesarean section from timed-pregnant culture medium containing 10% fetal calf serum to stop the enzy-
matic digestion (all conditions, including condition A, which didrats (Lewis, plugdate 5 E0) anesthetized by an overdose of Euthanal
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not contain any trypsin). Thereafter, aggregation (or antibody stain- To examine the segregation of cells within the aggregates, all
aggregates on a slide (i.e., derived from 1 well) were classified ac-ing; see below) was performed as usual in defined SATO medium
for 1 hr. cording to the following criteria: ªpure,º when only 1±2 cells in a
aggregate exhibit a different fluorescence (see Figure 2a); ªclus-Dissection of chick forebrain was carried out in L15 medium, and
the subsequent dissociation and labeling with the cell tracker dyes tered,º when cells of different fluorescence are arranged in separate
clusters within the same aggregate (see Figures 2b and 2c; 3 ormorewere performed as described above. As with mammalian forebrain
cells, aggregation was carried out in defined medium (F12±SATO cells of different fluorescence next to each other were regarded as
a ªclusterº); ªmixed,º when none of the above criteria is appropriate,medium) and with the same cell concentrations (1.6 3 105 cells
of each fraction in 24-well plates). Cells from the chick forebrain, and cells with different fluorescence are intermingled (see Figure
2d). It is important to note that all equivocal cases were countedhowever, aggregated much more slowly (see also Garber and Mos-
cona, 1972) and had to be left for 4 hr at 70 rpm to achieve similar as mixed, thedefault category for no obvious segregation. For exam-
ple, an aggregate where 3 cells of a different fluorescence wereaggregation as with mammalian cells.
scattered would be regarded as mixed.
The frequency of eachcategory was calculated as a percentage ofImmunocytochemistry
all aggregates. Since cells segregated in both the pure and clusteredCells were dissociated as described above and either stained un-
aggregates, the percentage of pure and clustered aggregates outfixed (using 0.02% sodium azide in all solutions) or fixed (by addition
of all aggregates represents the segregation ratio.of 0.1 vol of 37% formalin) for at least 15 min. Cells were washed
Data were collected from different wells per experiment and fromtwice (spun down at 1000 rpm and resuspended in HBSS containing
different experiments. Slides were coded and quantitation was per-Ca21/Mg21) and then resuspended in HBSS with Ca21/Mg21 con-
formed blind. Experiments with a high proportion of dead cells,taining the primary antibodies, and 10% normal goat serum (rat:
weak aggregation, or incomplete or equivocal fluorescent labelingmouse monoclonal anti-NCAM, 1:100 [Sigma]; mouse monoclonal
were excluded from the analysis.anti-CD15, 1:5 [RB11-2; Reinhardt-Maelicke, 1988]; chick: poly-
clonal rabbit anti-NCAM, 1:10,000 [kindly provided by E. Pollerberg];
monoclonal rat anti-N-cadherin, 1:200 [kindly provided by P. Doh- Acknowledgments
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Quantitative Analysis
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